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Abstract: Tuberculosis is a disease with a high level of incidence and mortality. Due to the problems 

associated with current therapy, it is necessary and urgent to develop new drugs for treatment. 

Dihydrofolate reductase (DHFR) is a recognized target for the action of several drugs. The 3D structure 

of the Mycobacterium tuberculosis DHFR (MtDHFR) elucidates the key amino acid residues 

responsible for the active site architecture formation and structural basis for ligand specificity compared 

to the human DHFR (hDHFR). This article aims to offer a view on state of the art about new MtDHFR 

inhibitors developed in the last twenty years. This study demonstrates a correlation between efficacy 

and the presence of specific groups, such as the diaminopyridimidine ring that binds to the enzyme 

active site and the similarity of the structures with classic DHFR inhibitors methotrexate. Herein, it is 

also reported the recent efforts to develop molecules non-traditional cores, which could be more 

selective and effective against tuberculosis.  
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1. Introduction 

1.1. Tuberculosis. 

Tuberculosis (TB) is an infectious disease caused predominantly by Mycobacterium 

tuberculosis (Mtb) [1–3]. TB development depends on factors such as the patient’s age and 

immunity and the latency period of the infection (common in 90% of cases) [4–6]. According 

to the World Health Organization (WHO)[7], 10 million new cases of TB emerge annually, 

and 1.5 million cases evolve to death, representing 14% of the cases reported in 2019. South-

East Asia (44%) and Africa (25%) are the most affected countries. Drug-resistant TB was 

reported in 3.3% of the new cases and 17.7% of previously treated cases [7–13]. 

The mortality caused by TB can be significantly reduced by constant monitoring of 

cases and with the correct management of anti-TB therapy and regime [14–18]. However, anti-

TB therapies have a prolonged treatment period and include several adverse effects that cause 

abandonment, which contributes to multidrug-resistant mycobacterial strain selection [19–25]. 

The difficulty in adhering to therapy, the increasing transmission of the etiological agent, and 

the arising of multidrug-resistant and extensively drug-resistant TB cases are factors that justify 
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the interest in the search for new strategies to control this disease, including the development 

of new anti-TB drugs [26–30]. 

1.2. Mycobacterium tuberculosis dihydrofolate reductase (MtDHFR).  

The development of innovative molecules and drug candidates based on Mtb genomics 

and proteomics is a topic of intense research worldwide [22,29,31–35]. In this context, among 

other biological targets, M. tuberculosis dihydrofolate reductase (MtDHFR), an NADPH-

dependent key enzyme in the folate metabolism, is essential for mycobacterial growth [36,37]. 

MtDHFR catalyzes the reduction of a double bond of dihydrofolic acid (DHF), 

mediated by hydride transfer, converting it into tetrahydrofolic acid (THF), which is an 

intermediate of other vital metabolic pathways for cell maintenance (Figure 1). Due to its 

critical role in regulating cellular THF, DHFR is a well-preserved regulatory enzyme in both 

eukaryotic and prokaryotic cells [38–41]. 

 
Figure 1. Simplified scheme of the metabolic pathway of folic acid. Enzymes in bold: MtDHFR: 

Mycobacterium tuberculosis Dihydrofolate Reductase; SHMT: serine hydroxymethyltransferase; ThyA, 

thymidylate synthase (adapted from ref. 40 and 41). 

In structural terms, MtDHFR contains 159 amino acid residues, and its secondary 

structure is formed by a central β-sheet flanked by four α-helices. This β-sheet is formed by 

seven parallel strands and a C-terminal antiparallel strand (Figure 2A) [42,43]. MtDHFR has 

26% similarity to the amino acid sequence of hDHFR, and crystallographic studies of the two 

enzymes also demonstrated a similarity between overall protein folds [42,44,45]. 
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Figure 2. A) MtDHFR structure (PDB: 1DF7). B) MtDHFR catalytic site emphasizing the pteridinic moiety of 

MTX and the view of GOL and NADPH pocket. C) Interactions between residues of MtDHFR active site (cartoon 

representation) with MTX and a glycerol molecule. D) 2D interactions between MtDHFR and MTX. Distances in 

the color green indicate H-bonds. Distances in light pink indicate hydrophobic interactions. Images were drawn 

in Discovery Studio, Biovia. 

In 2000, Li et al. [43] used antifolate methotrexate (MTX) and trimethoprim (TMP) as 

a ligand to study the interactions between the enzyme:ligand complex (Figure 2B-D). It was 

observed that MTX fits completely into the enzyme's catalytic pocket, and the 2,4-aminopterin 

ring interacts by hydrogen bonding with residues Ile5, Asp27, Ile94, and Tyr100 in addition to 

establishing a hydrophobic interaction with the NADPH molecule. The same interaction 

pattern was observed in the TMP:enzyme complex. Besides the hydrogen bonding interactions, 

MTX has many van der Waals contacts with the protein. For the side facing NADPH, the 

aminopterin interacts with Trp6, Ala7, and Ile20. The other side of the aminopterin ring 

interacts with Phe31, Ile5, Ile94, and Gln28 [43].  

The p-aminobenzoyl ring of MTX interacts with five residues (Gln28, Phe31, Ile50, 

Pro51 and Leu57), creating a hydrophobic environment. The carboxylic acid of glutamate 

interacts freely with Arg32 and Arg60 residues by strong salt bridge and hydrogen bond 

interactions; these residues are often related to the enzyme’s catalytic site [43]. 

Interestingly, in the same work, Li et al. [43] reported a small hydrophilic pocket in the 

structure of MtDHFR near the diaminopterin binding site. A glycerol (GOL) molecule 

(crystallographic artifact) was observed to bind in this pocket interacting simultaneously with 
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MTX and residues Trp22, Asp27 and Gln28, forming an exclusive and extra binding pocket in 

MtDHFR [42,45–48], which does not exist in human isoform (Figure 2B and 2C).[43] 

Consequently, this pocket has been used in structure-based drug discovery strategies to obtain 

selective compounds against MtDHFR [46,49]. 

2. MtDHFR Inhibitors (MtDHFRi) 

The search for new drugs against tuberculosis has been greatly reinforced with the 

association of advanced in silico techniques and information obtained from the three-

dimensional structures of human and mycobacterial DHFR. Since the publication of the 

findings by Li et al. [43], a series of works aimed at the development of new MtDHFR 

inhibitors have been published. As antifolate compounds are already well established in cancer 

research, these structures were the first to be explored. Next, we will highlight the main articles 

found in the literature over the last two decades.  

2.1. Compounds with bioisosteric pteridine groups.   

From the 6-substituted pteridine core, Cunha, Ramalho, and Reynolds [50] synthesized 

18 derivatives with alkyl substituents on the phenolic ring in trans ortho-meta position (Figure 

3), the compounds were evaluated for their antimycobacterial activity against H37Ra strain and 

enzyme inhibition activity for MtDHFR and hDHFR.  

All prepared compounds have anti-TB and inhibitory activity due to the presence of the 

pteridine ring. Among the most active compounds, the IC50 for MtDHFR was 9.0 nM for 1, 

while 2-3 had an IC50 of 23 nM, while for hDHFR, the observed IC50 was 25 nM, 95 nM, and 

1500 nM, for compounds 1-3, respectively.  

 
Figure 3. Chemical structure of a compound with bioisosteric pteridine core. 

The maximum selectivity was observed for compound 3, substituted with a propyl 

group at the ortho-meta position of the phenolic ring. Interestingly, size modification 
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(increasing, decreasing the chain, or adding a heteroatom) lead to a loss of selectivity (1-2) 

[50].  

In molecular docking studies, the authors observed that the cavity of the catalytic site 

of MtDHFR is larger than that of hDHFR. Therefore smaller alkyl substituents can position 

themselves favorably in both enzymes, indicating that the selectivity of compound 3 may be 

related to the steric hindrance at the human DHFR binding site [50]. 

In 2014, Nixon et al. [51] synthesized and evaluated the inhibitory activity for MtDHFR 

of MTX esters. Among the tested compounds, 4 and 5 (Figure 3) showed good activity against 

Mtb H37Rv strain, with MIC values of 400 nM (4) and 600 nM (5), whereas in the enzyme 

inhibition assay, compound 5 was more active with an IC50 of 30 nM, while compound 5 had 

an IC50 of 50 nM. 

For the authors, dialkyl esters increase the lipophilicity of the molecules, allowing 

better penetration through the mycobacterial cell wall. In tests executed with monoalkyl esters, 

although the inhibitory enzyme activity was not altered, there was a decrease in the anti-TB 

activity of these compounds, which are less lipophilic compared to 4-5 [51]. 

By a high-throughput screening of antifolate library belonging to the pharmaceutical 

GlaxoSmithKline (GSK), Kumar et al. [52] identified 17 structures derivatives from the 

pteridine ring as potential inhibitors for MtDHFR. All selected compounds were tested against 

Mtb H37Rv strain, and enzyme inhibition assay was performed in Mtb and human DHFR.  

Although all compounds showed anti-TB activity, only 7 also showed inhibitory 

activity against MtDHFR, especially compound 6 with a MIC of 1.3 μM and IC50 of 8.2 nM, 

and compound 7 with a MIC of 0.03 μM and IC50 of 8.7 nM, however, the compounds showed 

low selectivity for MtDHFR. According to the authors, the good results observed for 7 would 

be related to its structural similarity with non-classical antifolates. The carboxylic acid group 

is a crucial factor for its activity [52]. 

2.2. Compounds with diamino heterocyclic rings. 

In 2007, El-Hamamsy et al. designed and synthesized a series of 2,4-

diaminopyrimidine C-substituted with trihydroxypentyl or trihydroxypropyl, aiming to explore 

the MtDHFR GOL binding pocket. From 17 derivatives that were prepared, compound 8 

(Figure 4), with a trihydroxypentyl side-chain, exhibited promising results in a qualitative 

biological assay against M. tuberculosis colonies [53]. 

Although there is no data on enzyme inhibition, through modeling studies of 8 with the 

human and Mtb DHFR, El-Hamamsy et al. reported that triol -chain acts as a GOL-mimicking 

group, occupying the same position and making the same hydrogen bond interaction as GOL 

in the crystal structure. Since the GOL binding pocket does not exist in hDHFR, the inhibitory 

activity in 8 indicated that the exploitation of this characteristic could provide more selectivity 

compounds [53].  

Inspired by the structure proposed by El-Hamamsy et al., Degani’s group evaluated the 

inhibitory activity for MtDHFR and anti-TB against the H37Rv Mtb strain from a series of 

diamino triazine ring derivatives. In the group’s first work published in 2014 [54], 8 derivatives 

were synthesized. Still, only compound 9 (Figure 4) showed satisfactory results in the whole 

cell assay against H37Rv strain with MIC of 8.9 μg/mL, thus being the only compound tested 

in an enzyme inhibition assay against Mtb and human DHFR showing an IC50 of 0.63 mM and 

1.58 mM respectively.  
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Figure 4. Chemical structures of MtDHFR inhibitors based in diamino heterocyclic rings. 

In the following year, Tawari et al. [55] reported the synthesis of new derivatives of the 

diamino triazine ring, optimized by virtual screening and molecular docking, which indicated 

that compounds without the carbon linker had better interaction with the catalytic site of 

MtDHFR. 26 compounds were synthesized and evaluated in enzymatic, cytotoxicity, and 

antimycobacterial assays.  

Compounds 10 and 11 (Figure 4) showed promising results in the whole cell assay 

against H37Rv strain with MIC of 1.76 and 1.57 μM, respectively, in addition to showing low 

cytotoxicity to VERO cells with CC50 >300 µM. In the enzymatic inhibition assay, compounds 

10 and 11 showed IC50 of 5.6 μM and 5.2 μM against MtDHFR, while for hDHFR the IC50 

were 72.5 and 83.3 μM, respectively and, therefore, the selectivity index was 14.5 times higher 

for MtDHFR [55]. The presence of the terminal benzylic ring appears to be essential for the 

activity of the compounds since the replacement of this group by a pentyl ring led to the loss 

of anti-TB activity. Contrary to what was observed in the previous work by Lele et al. [54], 

compounds disubstituted in the benzylic aromatic ring and the addition of a methoxyl group in 

the phenolic ring were not well tolerated and caused a decrease in mycobactericidal activity. 

Desagi’s group also published two more papers [56,57] exploring the best substituents 

for the phenolic ring in the para and meta-position to triazine ring. About 16 compounds were 

synthesized for each position, but only compounds 12 [56] and 13 [57] (Figure 4) showed 

satisfactory anti-TB activity for each series in the whole cell assay against H37Rv strain with a 

MIC of 0.33 μM for 12 and 19.9 μM for 13. Regarding the enzyme assay, compound 12 
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presented IC50 of 25.9 μM for MtDHFR, a result much higher than that presented by compound 

13, in which IC50 was 70.0 μM. 

These results indicate that the position of the phenolic ring plays a strong influence on 

both the antimycobacterial and the inhibitory activity of the MtDHFR enzyme, and the 

replacement of the benzyl ring by the phenyl ring also negatively impacts the inhibitory 

activity, indicating that the use of spacers can be well tolerated. 

Hong et al. [46], based on the GOL pocket and the MTX binding mode, created a 

pharmacophoric model, which was further used to select ligands by virtual screening. The 

chosen compounds were synthesized and evaluated in an in vivo inhibition assay against Mtb 

strains (H37Ra) and enzymatic inhibition assay against MtDHFR and hDHFR. Although 40 

compounds were tested, only 8 molecules showed inhibitory activity against MtDHFR, among 

these compound 14 (Figure 4) was more active. The second most selective, with IC50 values of 

6.0 nM and 33 nM for MtDHFR and hDHFR, respectively, it was also the most active in the 

antimycobacterial assay with a MIC of 25.4 µM [46]. 

Molecular docking was used to determine interactions between 14 and MtDHFR 

enzymes. The analysis of possible binding poses showed that 14 occupies the same position as 

MTX at the binding site but without touching GOL binding pocket. Although the authors 

carried out experiments to simulate molecular dynamics between 14 and both DHFR Mtb and 

human, they were not able to identify specific interactions that justify the selectivity observed 

in the enzyme inhibition assay [46]. 

With the diaminopyrimidine-phenolic ring as the pharmacophore, Hajian et al. [58] 

proposed the synthesis of new MtDHFR inhibitors with a propargyl linker between the 

diaminopyrimidine core and the phenolic ring. The prepared compounds were evaluated for 

their antimycobacterial activity against Erdmann Mtb strain and MtDHFR inhibitory activity. 

Over the 22 compounds prepared, 9 showed anti-TB activity, highlighting compounds 15 and 

16 (Figure 4) with MIC of <0.03 μg/mL and 0.5 μg/mL, respectively. 

Compound 16 was the most active in the MtDHFR enzyme inhibition assay with an 

IC50 of 111 nM, against 177 nM of 15, and both compounds showed more selectivity for the 

DHFR of Mtb than for humans with IC50 values of 1015 nM (15) and 1955 nM (16). The 

authors observed that the presence of the methyl group in propargyl promotes an increase in 

the inhibitory activity of MtDHFR; however, the enantiomers configuration was not relevant 

to the activity. The inhibitory activity was also higher in compounds with the methoxyl 

substituent in the ortho position and the carboxylic acid group in the para position. The 

exchange of the terminal benzoic ring for the 4-pyridine ring, despite increasing the inhibitory 

activity on MtDHFR, also caused a loss of selectivity and a decrease in the antimycobacterial 

action [58]. 

In previous work, Chui’s group [59] reported that N-substituted 1,3,5-triazaspiro[5,5]-

undeca-2,4-diene derivatives had low affinity for hDHFR also good antimicrobial activity. 

Aiming to obtain compounds with selective activity for MtDHFR and anti-TB action, the 

triazaspiro moiety was functionalized in the saturated nitrogen with a phenyl, benzoyl, or 

coumarin ring through two types of connectors: a short one composed of an alkyl-triazole ring 

and a longer one with the addition of a phenolic ring. The aromatic groups were chosen to 

establish hydrophobic or/and hydrogen-bonding interactions [48]. 

Compounds 17 and 18 (Figure 4) were most active in the antimycobacterial assay 

against Mtb strain H37Rv and M. bovis BCG with the same MIC value of 0.01 μM and 0.02 

μM, respectively. In the enzyme inhibition assay against MtDHFR, the IC50 values obtained 
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were 1.34 μM (17) and 0.82 μM (18), while for hDHFR the IC50 values were 11.99 μM (17) 

and 15.32 μM (18) [48]. In the anti-TB assay with the M.bovis BCG strain, all compounds with 

the terminal phenyl and benzyl rings showed low or no activation. So, the authors postulated 

that the absence of the phenolic ring led to obtaining inactive compounds. On the other hand, 

the increase in the alkyl linker chain resulted in compound good inhibitory activity against 

MtDHFR. 

The interaction between compound 18 and Mtb and human DHFR by molecular 

docking demonstrated that the compound establishes more favorable hydrogen-bonding 

interactions with the MtDHFR binding site over hDHFR. According to the authors, the 

selectivity of compound 18 is related to the cyclohexyl spiro ring, which blocks the entry of 

the inhibitor into the catalytic site of hDHFR by steric hindrance [48]. 

In 2018, Ren, Wang, and Xie [60], using machine learning techniques designed a 

pharmacophore model predicting the main MtDHFR active site interactions and screened the 

ChemBridge database for compounds with potential inhibitory activity. From a total of 131 

compounds selected and tested against the M. smegmatis strain, only 4 structures showed 

antimycobacterial activity, being later tested against Mtb strain H37Rv and inhibitory activity 

against Mtb and human DHFR. 

Among the tested compounds, 19 (Figure 4) showed the best result in the anti-TB assay 

with the MIC value of 4.74 µM. The enzyme inhibition assay was carried out with a fixed 

concentration (20 μg/mL), and 19 showed an inhibition activity rate of 85.3% for MtDHFR and 

74.5% for hDHFR [60]. 

2.3. Non-traditional core-base structures. 

To evaluate unconventional pharmacophores as potential MtDHFR inhibitors, Shelke 

et al. [61] reported the synthesis of a fragment library of nitrogen heterocycles derivatives, 

including cyanouracil, xanthines, and quinazolinones selected on a virtual screening campaign. 

Molecular docking studies indicated that all tested fragments interacted with the MtDHFR 

active site. The docking simulations predicted hydrogen bond donors between heterocycle 

nitrogen and Ile94 residue, and several fragments also exhibited good interaction with Asp27. 

Xanthines (20-22) and quinazolin-4-one (23 and 24) fragments showed additional interaction 

by -stacking with Phe31 [61]. Overall, 20 compounds were prepared, and all of them exhibited 

some level of inhibition against MtDHFR with IC50 in the range of 38 and 90 µM and 

antimycobacterial activity against Mtb H37Rv strain. Figure 5 shows the most promising 

inhibitory activity compounds based on this approach [61].  

 
Figure 5. The chemical structure of the most activity compounds tested as a potential inhibitor of MtDHFR 

(adapted from ref. 61). 
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Based on molecular docking and virtual screening studies, Sharma et al.[45] discovered 

a benzyl-indole ligand (Figure 6) as a potential inhibitor of MtDHFR with possible points for 

substitution and improvement of the activity. From this, it was developed 11 inhibitors against 

MtDHFR. Among them, compound 25 showed the best anti-TB action with MIC value of 25 

μM, and it was the only one tested in the inhibitory enzymatic assay that showed IC50 of 150 

μM and 980 μM for MtDHFR and hDHFR, respectively.  

Subsequent docking studies indicated that replacing the ketone group for amide group, 

carboxyl acid, propionamide, or diketoamide groups reduced the interaction with the binding 

site of MtDHFR. Another unfavorable substitution is replacing the methyl group with any 

higher alkyl chain. And the benzyl ring interacts with residues of the GOL binding pocket, 

which corroborates the selectivity for MtDHFR [45]. 

 
Figure 6. Chemical structures of benzyl-indole derivates designed as potential MtDHFR inhibitors. 

 

Sharma et al. [62] also reported the optimization of compound 25 by replacing the 

carboxylic group with a substituted triazole ring that improved biological activity. Among the 

20 synthesized compounds, 26 and 27 showed the most promising results with MIC50 values 

against Mtb H37Rv of 3.03 μM and 6.64 μM, respectively. In vitro enzymatic inhibition assay 

using MtDHFR and hDHFR, the IC50 values were 43.1 μM (26) and 6.97 μM (27) for MtDHFR 

and 180 μM (26), and 125 μM (27) for hDHFR, which indicated that these compounds were 

20 to 80 times more selective than MTX (selectivity index of 4.17 for 27, 18.4 for 26 and 0.194 

for MTX) [62]. 

Using docking studies, it was observed that the addition of the methylene triazole ring 

showed an improvement in the fit of the benzyl-indole derivatives with the MtDHFR, 

increasing the inhibitory activity; on the other hand, the addition of electron-withdrawing 

substituents on the benzylic ring leads to a loss of activity, as well as substituents on the ortho 

position. It was observed that inhibitor 27 interacts with Gln28 and Phe31 from MtDHFR. The 

authors suggest that this compound might reach the GOL binding pocket and consequently has 

higher selectivity for MtDHFR [62] 

Through a structure-based virtual screening strategy, Sharma et al. [63] tested the 

MolMall database seeking compounds with inhibitory activity against MtDHFR. Based on 

docking score, binding interactions, and visual analysis 16 compounds were selected to be 

further evaluated for in vitro and enzymatic assays. Even though all compounds exhibited anti-

TB activity against H37Rv strains, only compounds 28 and 29 (Figure 7A) showed MIC lower 

than 15 μM (0.65 μM and 12.5 μM respectively), and they were selected for enzymatic assay 

[63]. 
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Figure 7. A) MtDHFR inhibitors selected to in vitro and enzymatic studies after being identified by structure‐

based virtual screening; B) Main interactions of prototype inhibitor and MtDHFR: orange dots: -alkyl; blue 

dots: hydrogen bond (adapted from ref. 63). 3D images were drawn in Discovery Studio, Biovia. 

Compounds 28 and 29 showed inhibitory activities against MtDHFR with an IC50 5.50 

μM and 73.9 μM, respectively. In the enzymatic assay against hDHFR, an IC50 of 42 μM was 

obtained for 28 and 263 μM for 29, indicating that compound 28 has higher selectivity than 29, 

as predicted by the virtual screening simulations. The 2,4-dihydroxyphenyl group 28 was 

predicted by molecular docking to interact in the binding site of MtDHFR by a hydrogen bond 

with the Ile94 residue and -stacking with Phe31 (Figure 7B). In contrast, the hydroxyl groups 

from the 3,4,5-trihydroxyphenyl of 29 interact through hydrogen bonds with Gln28, Asp27 and 

Leu24 residues from GOL binding pocket (Figure 7C) [63]. 

The methoxy group of 29 interacts with Asp27 residue from GOL binding site as a 

hydrogen acceptor. Thus, it is possible to observe that the position of the functional groups of 

29 caused a decrease in interaction with the enzyme, reflected by the higher IC50 value and less 

selectivity when compared to compound 28 [63]. 

Recently, Kronenberger et al. [64] also reported the design and synthesis of a 

substituted 3-benzoic acid derivative series as potential MtDHFR inhibitors. The start point for 

this series was chosen among 17 fragments of hits previously identified by Ribeiro et al. [65]. 

Fragment 30 (Figure 8), despite having a low affinity against MtDHFR (0.5 mM), has an on-

target specific activity and a reasonable ligand efficiency (LE = 0.26). Altogether, 20 

substituted 3-benzoic acid compounds were prepared, and three of them had an IC50 lower than 

35 μM (31-33) and the most active compound 33 ( IC50 7.0 μM), is a classical bioisostere of 

30 [64,65]. 

 
Figure 8. Chemical structure of substituted 3-benzoic acid derivative most promising results in the enzymatic 

inhibitory assay (adapted from ref. 64). 
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In the molecular dynamic simulation, Kronenberger et al. suggested that 33 has a 

temporary interaction with the Gln28, Ile20, and Ile94 residues. Compound 33 seems not to 

occupy the usual binding site of the enzyme; instead, it interacts with a unique pocket, 

composed of Arg32, Arg60, and occasionally, with Phe31. Therefore the data suggests that 33 

has an uncompetitive inhibition mechanism, and it is stabilized by the closed-state MtDHFR 

conformation [64]. 

2.4. Theoretical modeling of prototype inhibitor. 

In 2010, Kumar, Vijayakrishnan, and Subba Rao [42], through molecular modeling 

studies, evaluated in silico the inhibitory activity against MtDHFR of tripeptides. For the design 

of the small peptides, at least one aromatic amino acid (tyrosine or tryptophan) was used, and 

no amino acid with an alkyl side chain was chosen. Around 17 tripeptides were evaluated by 

molecular docking, and compound 34 (Figure 9A) had the higher binding affinity (KD) value 

with 1.78 nM for MtDHFR and 209 nM for hDHFR. 

The results of the dynamic molecular simulation (Figure 9B) demonstrated that the 

hydroxyl of internal tyrosine of 34 interacts by a hydrogen bond with Ser49 residue; the same 

interaction also was observed between the carbonyl group and the Gln28 residue. The indole 

ring of tryptophan interacts by hydrogen bonding with the Asp27 residue and also establishes 

a van der Walls-type interaction with the Pro58 residue. And the terminal carboxylic acid 

makes hydrogen bonds with residues Arg32 and Arg60 [42]. 

 
Figure 9. A) Chemical structure of tripeptide WYY; B) Main interactions of prototype inhibitor and MtDHFR: 

orange dots: -alkyl; blue dots: hydrogen bond (adapted from ref. 42). 3D images were drawn in Discovery 

Studio, Biovia. 

2.5. Fragment-based discovery of prototype inhibitor. 

Ribeiro et. al.[65] used several molecular biophysical techniques to identify low 

molecular weight compounds capable of binding in the unconventional active site of MtDHFR. 

One of the aims of this study was to identify new scaffolds that could interact with the GOL-

binding site, providing a starting point for more selective compounds. MtDHFR-NADPH 

complex was screened against a library of fragments, in which compound 35 (Figure 10), a 

pyrazole N-aryl substituted, had KD of 0.64 mM (LE = 0.28), and it binds to the GOL pocket 

of the enzyme and is selected to be optimized (36 and 37) [65].  

The structural data of the MtDHFR:NADPH complex and the compounds (35-37) 

indicates that adding a small alkyl linker attached to an indole ring increases the affinity of 

these compounds with the enzyme. The presence of a flexible linker allows the indole ring to 

reach different enzyme pockets; however, the aromatic ring always has a - interaction with 
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Phe31. The methyl group on the indole ring in 36 has a negative effect on the affinity, and a 

higher affinity of 37 could be associated with an additional interaction via hydrogen bonding 

between propanamide oxygen and the Gln28 side chain. Unfortunately, the structural 

modifications of fragment 35 caused the loss of interaction with the GOL pocket [65]. 

 
Figure 10. Chemical structure of pyrazole N-aryl derivatives (adapted from ref. 65). 

2.6. Putative MtDHFR inhibitors.  

Other derivatives of the 2,4-aminopyrimidine ring have also been used as a core base 

to obtain MtDHFR inhibitors. Singh et. al.[66] in 2011 reported the design and prepared a series 

of hybrid molecules that could be used simultaneously as anti-tubercular and antidiabetic 

agents. The diabetic patient responds slowly to anti-TB treatment, and consequently, they are 

more susceptible to multidrug-resistant tuberculosis [67,68]. From previous independent work, 

these authors reported an anti-TB activity of a bis-benzylidene cycloalkanone derivative and 

the antidiabetic activity of the naphthyl-glycoside compound. To enhance the anti-TB activity, 

the bis-benzylidene cycloalkanones were functionalized with 2-aminopyrimidine. In a total, 20 

compounds were prepared. Most of them exhibited moderate to good in vitro activity against 

H37Rv strains (MIC 6.25 µg/mL or 12.5 µg/mL ), particularly the compound 38 (Figure 11), 

which showed a MIC of 3.12 µg/mL and a nontoxic activated against Vero cell line and mouse 

bone marrow-derived macrophages [66]. 

Although there is no description for the enzyme inhibition activity, 38 was predicted to 

be an effective ligand for MtDHFR by molecular docking. The study indicated that 38 interacts 

with the enzyme in the p-aminobenzoic acid (PABA) binding site. The 2-aminopyrimidine 

nitrogen interacts by hydrogen bonds with Ile94 residue. In addition, a -stacking interaction 

was also observed between Phe31 residue and one of 38 naphthalene rings; this interaction 

confers stability to the compound:enzyme complex facilitating catalytic activity. (Figure 11B). 

The in-silico simulation shows that 38 simultaneously occupy the NADPH and substrate 

binding sites. These interactions could explain this compound's high in vitro activity [66]. 

 
Figure 11. A) Chemical structure designed as dual function compound 38; B) Main interaction of inhibitor and 

MtDHFR; orange dots: -alkyl; blue dots: hydrogen bond (adapted from ref. 66). 3D images were drawn in 

Discovery Studio, Biovia 
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In 2016, Desai, Trivedi, and Khedkar [69] evaluated the anti-TB activity of new 

compounds prepared from the molecular hybridization of two different pharmacophores, with 

MtDHFR as a molecular target. In the planned prototypes, the inhibitory action would be 

obtained using the dihydropyrimidinone ring as an analogous structure to 2,4-

diaminopyrimidine, while the imidazole ring would be associated with antibacterial action. 

From 16 compounds synthesized, three molecules (39-41) (Figure 12A) exhibited 97–

99% in vivo inhibition against Mtb (H37Rv strain) and had a MIC of 0.39, 0.78, and 0.39 µg/mL, 

respectively. These three compounds have electron-withdrawing substituents in the para 

position of the aromatic ring, which help increase the lipophilicity and favor the diffusion of 

the compounds through the cell membrane, facilitating the arrival of the molecules to the target 

[69]. 

 
Figure 12. A) Chemical structure of anti-tubercular compounds proposed as potential inhibitors of MtDHFR; B) 

Main interaction of inhibitor and MtDHFR; orange dots: -alkyl; blue dots: hydrogen bond (adapted from ref. 

69). 3D images were drawn in Discovery Studio, Biovia. 

Molecular docking simulations were used to investigate the potential inhibitory activity 

of the prepared compounds (39-41) over MtDHFR. The results indicated that the imidazolyl 

3,4-dihydro-pyrimidine-5-carboxamide moiety is stabilized by an extensive network in the 

binding site and also for van der Waals interactions. In addition, Desai, Trivedi, and Khedkar 

observed a favorable electrostatic interaction between these compounds with key residues 

involved in enzymatic activity. Besides that, compounds 39 and 40 interact through the 

hydrogen bond of the carboxamide oxygen atom and the hydroxyl group of the Tyr100 side 

chain. On the other hand, 41 was predicted to perform a hydrogen bond with the Tyr100 side 

chain through the oxygen atom of the pyrimidine ring. Furthermore, all compounds perform a 

-stacking interaction between the substituted aromatic ring with Phe31 (Figure 12B-D) [69]. 

Liu et al. [70] screened compounds commercially to investigate new therapeutic targets 

for existing drugs, seeking antimycobacterial activity. Ceritinib 42 (Figure 13A), an 

antineoplastic drug with a 2,4 diamine-pyrimidine ring core, was identified as a potential anti-

TB drug. The activity of 42 was verified by an in vitro assay against Mtb (H37Ra strain), and 

the data showed that it had a moderate efficacy with a MIC of 9.0 μM. Inspired by the structure 

of 42, Liu et al. designed and synthesized 32 derivatives and evaluated their activity by in vitro 

assay against Mtb H37Ra strain.  
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Figure 13. A) Chemical structure of ceritinib 42 and derivates (43-45) synthesized as potential inhibitors of 

MtDHFR. Main interactions of prepared compounds and MtDHFR: B) ceritinib (38); C) 39; D) 40; E) 41. 

Interaction: orange dots: -alkyl; blue dots: hydrogen bond; green dots: -sigma (adapted from ref. 70). 3D 

images were drawn in Discovery Studio, Biovia. 

 

Three compounds bearing a 2-isopropoxy-5-methyl-4-(piperidin-4-yl)aniline group at 

position 2 and variable arylalkyl groups at position 4 of the pyrimidine ring (43-45) were the 

most active compounds with a MIC of about 5.0 μM. The anti-Tb activity observed for the 

prepared compounds was attributed to possible inhibitory action in MtDHFR, since ceritinib 

and its derivatives have the pyridimine ring, which is the structural core related to the 

pharmacophore of DHFR inhibitors. In silico techniques were used to evaluate if the prepared 

compounds (42-45) showed interaction with MtDHFR, thus justifying the anti-Tb activity 

observed by this mechanism of action [70]. 

Molecular docking simulations suggest that 42-45 interact with MtDHFR but not in the 

same spot on the active binding site. The authors suggest that residue Arg45 has a key role in 

the interaction of 42-45. 42 pyrimidine ring forms a -alkyl interaction with Arg45 (Figure 

13B) while 43 nitrogen piperidine ring interacts through a hydrogen bond with Arg45 (Figure 

13C). In compound 44 the nitrogen of the piperidine ring interacts with Arg45 by -sigma 

bonds (Figure 13D), and in 45, the phenol ring also forms with Arg45 a -alkyl interaction 

(Figure 13E) [70].  
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3. Conclusions and Perspectives 

The participation of MtDHFR in an important regulatory pathway for cell replication 

makes the inhibition of the catalytic activity of this enzyme a potential target for the 

development of anti-TB drugs. Initially, compounds derived or analogous to known antifolates, 

mainly MTX, were extensively developed and tested, and, with the aid of in silico techniques, 

the main binding sites were elucidated. The larger understanding of the structure-activity 

relationship between prototypes:enzyme allowed the development of compounds with 

structural core different from the traditional diaminopyrimidine, which enabled the observation 

of secondary binding sites.  

However, the molecules with the most promising inhibitory activity are still those that 

have a nitrogen heterocycle as core-base, especially the diaminopyridine ring, which indicates 

that hydrogen bond-type interactions are very relevant for inhibitory activity. On the other 

hand, the search for more active compounds needs to be accompanied by structures capable of 

selectively interacting with the DHFR enzyme from Mtb. The mapping of key residues for 

catalytic activity and the difference in the size of the enzyme-binding cavity serves as a guide 

for exploring structures that have preferential fit to MtDHFR. In addition, the Mtb enzyme 

features a unique hydrophilic pocket (GOL), which results in a key region for compound design 

with selectivity. The rational development of new inhibitors requires, therefore, obtaining 

compounds that can simulate the interactions observed by the pteridine ring, accessing key 

residues for catalytic activity in MtDHFR, such as Arg32 and Arg60, for example, while being 

able to establish hydrophilic interactions with the GOL binding site, which could result in 

compounds with desirable pharmacological activity. 

Although currently there is no compound in an advanced stage of a clinical study, 

MtDHFR inhibitors still have great potential to be explored as a molecular target, not only 

because it plays a central role in the maintenance of the Mtb cell replication cycle, but also 

because of the vast structural knowledge of DHFR and its catalytic activity. 
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